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ABSTRACT
Two complementary models for biomedical literature-data
integration are presented: entity-based and argument-based.
We believe the argument-based model is novel and can be exceptionally useful in providing better support than currently
exists for robust and reproducible science. We describe both
approaches, along with some current models and available
tools for scientific literature annotation. We then show how
argument graphs, represented as stand-off annotation on research articles, can help improve the robustness of scientific
findings over time.
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1.

BACKGROUND

Literature-data integration as discussed in this article means
machine-navigable linkage of specific elements of scientific
articles on the Web, to closely related data stored in repositories. The purpose may be to provide explanation or support for terms, images, or statements presented in the target article. The novel model we present, based on argument
graphs, is particularly concerned with evidential support for
statements made by the author as novel scientific findings.
It is one application of the Micropublications model [12],
which harmonizes the support-based argumentation model
of Toulmin and successors in the AI field [30–32] with the argumentation framework approach of P.M. Dung [13], and its
derivations such as Cayrol and Lagasquie-Schiex’s bimodal
argumentation frameworks [7, 8].
There are at least two useful and complementary models
of literature-data integration, although only one has been
extensively explored to date. We first present the entitybased model in which terms are linked to curated biomedical
databases. We then move on to discuss the argumentationgraph-based approach, which we believe is not only complementary to the first, but may offer very important technical

support to improve the robustness of scientific findings over
time.

2.

Entity recognition in text with ontology terms linked to
curated bioinformatics databases relies on mapping textual
terms in the article to elements of controlled vocabularies especially to biomedical ontologies - inferred to have identical meaning to the textual terms. Because such vocabulary elements can often identify biomedical database entries,
such as those for proteins (in UniProt [3], PDB [5], Protein
ontology [22–24] , etc.) or gene functions (in GO [1]), the associated data such as protein structures, or gene functions,
can be directly mapped to parts of the article text.
Several lines of research and competing approaches have
been used to develop such entity recognizers, and well-organized
competitions such as BioCreative [19] have undertaken to
test out the various algorithms against one another. Not just
academic software, but also commercial software exists and
is actively marketed to pharmaceutical and biotech companies for this kind of entity extraction (e.g. the Linguamatics
textmining suite [4]. Once the text-to-vocabulary mappings
have been achieved, they may then serve as the basis for
popups and visualizations [2, 25], and/or alerting systems
based on researcher or industrial interest. It is clearly essential in this approach, shown conceptually in Figure 1, to
employ robust entity recognition algorithms based on sound
ontologies.
Entity recognition is typically an ex post facto approach.
That is, it enhances the scientific article via post-processing.
European PubMed Central, for example, does extensive entity recognition and other text processing on its open access corpus, using tools based on the original WhatIzIt algorithm.
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ENTITY RECOGNITION IN TEXT
LINKED TO CURATED
BIOMEDICAL DATABASES

THE ARGUMENT-GRAPH MODEL
Argument Graph Approach

Argument graphs as a model of scientific discourse (or any
discourse) are based on the notion - readily verifiable by observation - that scientific articles contain assertions based
on cited literature and (for original research publications)
direct observations; and that nothing in any scientific article can be considered the last word on the subject. Scientific
articles are, as noted by Toulmin, arguments [30]. For any

Figure 1: Entity-based Integration
article, its findings may be opposed by counterarguments.
Argumentative discourse dates back to the dawn of scholarship (see for example Plato’s Symposium [26]). However
the model in which arguments are only considered valid if
supported by exhibited observational data along with a clear
description of how the data were obtained - clear enough to
be reproduced in fact or in imagination (virtually) by the
reader - is more recent, dating to the 17th century [16]. It
was the initiating information model (or ”literary technology”) of the Scientific Revolution [28].
Definition: A scientific article is a (1) defeasible argument
for (2) a set of claims (3) based on a narrative of observations, supported by (4) exhibited data and (5) reusable
and/or reproducible methods and materials; which is (6)
contextualized in the (7) domain of discourse.
(1) A defeasible argument is an argument that may be
contradicted and disproven. (2) A set of claims is a set of
assertions, i.e. truth-bearing statements. A truth-bearing
statement is falsifiable. (3) A narrative of observations is
a factual description of how a set of data were obtained.
(4) Exhibited data is data that is clearly shown. (5) (a)
Reusable methods are those which are described in sufficient detail so as to be, at least in principle, reproducible
by a sufficiently skilled person. (b) Reproducible materials
are tools and/or reagents which may be readily recreated or
obtained, again by a person sufficietly skilled in the relevant
domain. (6) A contextualized argument is one which refers in
sufficient depth and detail, through shared technical vocabulary and/or citation of commonly referenced background
material, to be readily related by the informed reader to a
particluar domain of discourse.
Because scientific arguments are defeasible, accepted scientific truth in any domain evolves by ”successive approximation” through a collective process of experiment, theorization, and discourse (argumentation). Not everything

you read in a scientific article will be correct, whether today, or in thirty years. What the argument-graph-based
model attempts to do, is to create a data structure which
reveals these relationships and is tractable for computation
and navigation on the Web (Figure 2).
Argument is defined in the Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy [21] as (a) ”a dispute or a fight, or ... ” (b) ”a
collection of truth-bearers some of which are offered as reasons for one of them, the conclusion.” It should be clear
that (a) is about a scenario of mutually-opposing contradictory statements, and (b) is about mutually-supporting
affirming statements. In fact, in any domain of discourse,
both aspects are on view. Within any particular argument,
where argument is considered as a unitary discourse, the
statements and evidence (representations which may or may
not be statements, but which support or contradict statements) presented are in general mutually supportive. Where
this is not the case, contradictory or challenging evidence is
generally brought into play as a rhetorical device and ultimately defeated by counterarguments. Between arguments
(typically those made by different individuals), either mutual support or challenge may prevail. The work of Toulmin [30], who essentially invented modern argumentation
theory, deals primarily with the first case, and is focused
mainly on intra-argument structure. The work of the AI
researcher P.M. Dung [13] and those influenced by him such
as Cayrol [7], deals primarily with inter-argument relationships.
Dung’s model is formalized as the framework <AF,AR >,
where AF is a set of arguments A, and AR is a set of challenge or ”attack” relations R ∈ AXA. However in Dung’s
model, the ”arguments” represented by A are ”black boxes”,
with no internal structure, and reduce essentially to assertions. It should be clear that other kinds of relations such as
”support” or ”noncommittal” could be included in a Dung-

Figure 2: Argument-based Integration
style framework by extension to multimodal frameworks.

3.2

Argument Graphs as Micropublications

The Micropublications model [12] is a formal OWl2 ontology, which can represent any scientific argument as a DAG.
The root of this DAG is the argument’s central claim. The
micropublications vocabulary 1 (a) integrates the Dung and
Toulmin approaches in a multimodal (+,-,neutral) system
and (b) includes not just statements as support for arguments, but also Representations, a superclass of statements
including typical scientific discourse material such as images and data tables. Statements are defined as declarative
sentences, and sentences are linear symbolic representations.
These features allow a micropublication to represent both
the support and attack or challenge aspects of arguments,
as well as both intra- and inter-argument discourse relationships. They also allow micropublications to represent
the typical forms of scientific evidence, as well as mathematical expressions. Micropublications are argument graphs
with provenance and are expressed using an OWL2 [18] vocabulary, //http://purl.org/mp, using RDF [6]. The evidence supporting (or challenging) micropublications statements consists of (1) primary data, methods and materials
and/or (2) referenced literature. Evidence may be expressed
as statements or more generally as sentences (e.g. citations)
or representations (e.g. figures). Evidence and statements,
or statements and statements, are connected by supports,
challenges and discusses relationships (+, -, neutral ). Micropublications in their simplest, most general form take the
structure shown in Figure 3. They can express the internal
structure of argument in a single biomedical research article, as in Figure 4. Or they may express connected arguments both within and between articles. Or they may combine both supporting and challenging evidence from multiple
sources, as in Figure 5.
1
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3.3

Challenge and support

As defeasible arguments, the claims of scientific articles
or findings may and often are, challenged. Figure 6 shows
how we have modeled this feature of argument graphs in a
knowledgebase of drug-drug interactions. What is notable
about the current state of information in this domain, despite what you might assume from interactions with your
local pharmacist, is that multiple databases of such interactions exist, with contradictory claims and differing evidence supporting these claims. In Figure 6 we illustrate
the very simple claim that ”Escitalopram does not inhibit
CYP2D6”, which has contradcitory information. The outer
frame in Figure 6 is the micropublication, the inner frame
is the nanopublication.

3.4

Logical formalization of claims

For various purposes one may wish to make a logical formalization of a scientific claim. This allows us to do some
further reasoning directly on the claims, at the cost perhaps
of some loss of fidelity and epistemic or other qualification
from its original presentation. We always therefore wish
to preserve the original claim as text - what we model as
the claim is what its author said. The formalization is a
derived construct whose author is the person or algorithm
who built it. The derived construct is supportedBy the original claim. The relationship formalizes is a subproperty of
supportedBy. Figure 6 shows how a claim may be formalized
by the nanopublication model [17]. An alternative formalization approach widely used in pharmaceutical companies
is BEL, the Biological Expression Language [27].

3.5

How may argumentation be curated?

The first practical questions that may come to mind might
be, since this model is not what scientists ordinarily construct for publication and professional reward, how will it be
curated? How much time is required to curate each model?

Figure 3: General structure of a micropublication

Figure 4: Representing a single research result as a micropublication

Figure 5: Argument graph across three micropublications

Figure 6: Argument graph with Contradiction

And would this activity scale? We suggest a system in which
curation is not separated from the normal practices of dayto-day science. For example: normally in writing articles
we make use of bibliographic reference management tools
and systems. What do these do? They allow us to encapsulate entire arguments and systems of argument with a
set of metadata - the reference. A primary weakness which
many have observed, is that when I store an article in one
of these systems, the reason for citing it is not saved - and
the reason is typically a specific claim. Some systems allow
comments to be added to the references, and these can be
helpful in documenting the claims for which an article is referenced. If we have the specific claim noted, that is already
a step toward our proposals. Specific claims in scientific papers are justified by citing the literature where supporting
claims are documented; or by citing evidence presented in
the article itself. Internal evidence is often cited similarly
to literature references - ”see Figure X” - and these references of both types can be parsed into the graph. We have
built a pilot system that does this, and stores the graphs
in a triple store using the Annotopia server [10] [9] [11].
If a bibliographic reference manager had access to an article’s full text, we suggest that the scientist tracking the
reference and its associated claim, highlight that claim, and
let the software figure out where the claim’s support comes
from. In this way bit by bit, complex argument graphs may
be built up. Publishers may wish to attack this problem
by asking authors to identify the major assertions they are
making and the support for these assertions. Drug companies doing deep target validation (or better, continuous
target validation), may wish to construct extensive support
and challenge graphs using this model, for the validation
hypotheses they must demonstrate to progress a target. In
other words, there are a number of points at which to attach
this problem and by having a common model with which to
represent arguments in biomedical communications, the required information should be able to be built up piecemeal
from many contributions as part of an ecosystem. We have
made experiments in curation independently of our software
while using this general model, and the simplest answer regarding time is, ”it depends”. The major factor is what
depth of modeling is attempted. We have seen experienced
neuroscience research associates model an article in their
domain, in ten to twenty minutes. However a particularly
diligent undergraduate with a strong modeling bent spent
four hours on one article. That, we consider excessive. But
depending upon who is modeling and why, it may be appropriate. In the case just described, the undergraduate’s
modeling time incorporated a very large component of effort
simply to understand what the article was saying, and what
evidence it presented, in great depth. Lastly the question of
scaling: this model is intended as a common representation
to be used in an ecosystem. It is to be populated, passed
along, and its information enhanced, in many cases as essentially a side-effect of doing science. If it is part of a useful
set of interoperating tools, it will scale. This leads us to
the question of tools, which will be brief because it partially
recapitulates what has just been said.

4.

INITIAL TOOLS

The micropublications model can be used standalone, to
organize a knowledgebase. Or it can be applied as standoff
annotation to any existing web documents, or to any infor-

mation with an argument (claim-evidence) structure having
a URI, using the W3C Web Annotation Data Model. The
Annotopia Open Annotation Server [11] can read and write
micropublications serialized as JSON-LD, and has a restful api. The Domeo web annotation tool [9, 10], which is
now integrated with Annotopia, provides a useful set of interactive web forms with which users may annotate HTML
documents using micropublications.

5.

SOME APPLICATIONS

Argument graphs have several applications which are immediately apparent.

5.1

Claim networks

Argument graphs can be applied to construct large claim
networks across entire topics, clarifying what is known and
what is merely rhetoric or supposition. Greenberg’s 2009
and 2011 articles on citation distortion [14,15] makes it clear
that successive levels of distortion may be introduced as authors cite works in support of their own claims. At the least,
epistemic qualification tends to be weakened where it casts
doubt on a claim, and strengthened where it supports it.
In micropublication-based argument graphs, the supporting
evidence can be resolved to a single claim in a cited paper; and with systematic use of direct data citation [29], as
this becomes more prevalent, ultimately resolved directly to
supporting primary data.

5.2

Post-publication peer review

Post publication peer review takes place informally through
discussion at conferences, in journal clubs, via emails and on
blogs and discussion forums. However, the comments (supporting and challenging) on important research articles are
spread out all over the web without any central organizing
nexus. Argument graphs based on micropublications, if organized as stand-off W3C Web Annotation, could readily be
aggregated across (known) sites.

5.3

Bibliographic reference management

As noted, common bibliographic reference managers are
extremely useful for organizing and applying citations to a
known corpus of literature. But a common challenge is to
recall and to clearly state, what actual assertion or comment
from a text is being cited. Today many reference managers
allow comments to be associated with a bibliographic entry.
There appears to be no reason why one or more very simple
argument graphs might not replace the comment(s).

5.4

Target validation

Target validation is the first stage in pharmaceutical drug
discovery, and in some firms it is now seen as a continuous
process across the life of an entire drug development process.
It consists of proving a set of hypotheses considered essential
to be demonstrated before investing in a subsequent stage
- typically the next stage being high throughput screening.
It would be entirely possible to organize these ”to be validated” hypotheses as a large argument graph, with data and
its interpretation (as support or challenge) attached to the
hypotheses as it is generated.

5.5

Drug-drug interactions and other databases
of conflicting evidence

One might think that a canonical and well-established set
of results would exist that could be readily queried about potentially adverse interactions possibly affecting people taking various drugs. But this would be incorrect. There are
several resources and they disagree. Our colleagues at the
University of Pittsburg have developed a knowledgebase of
drug-drug interactions using micropublications as a model
of claims and evidence, with both support and challenge incorporated into the model [20].

6.

[4]

[5]

CONCLUSIONS

In this article we summarized current theory, tools and
applications of argument graphs in supporting biomedical
knowledge management and in sharply clarifying contradictory and variously supported arguments in biomedical discourse on the Web.
• We reviewed two complementary approaches to literaturedata integration, based on (a) entity-tagging and (b)
argument graph construction.
• We discussed the ”classical” theory of argumentation
and argumentation frameworks as presented in the work
of Toulmin, Dung and their followers and interpreters.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

• We explained how the micropublications model harmonizes the Toulmin (intra-argument, support-based)
and Dung (inter-argument, challenge-based) models
into a single multimodal framework optimized for representing biomedical knowledge.

[10]

• We described several current tools useful in dealing
with and instantiating this model.

[11]

• We also showed how micropublications can represent
contradiction and support logical formalization of claims
while preserving their ”chain of evidence” intact.
• Finally, we briefly outlined several applications of this
model for improving the robustness of scientific findings and their transferability over time.

[12]

We believe argument graphs using micropublications and
related approaches will prove to be an exceptionally useful
informatics technique in exchanging, managing, and developing biomedical knowledge on the Web.

[13]
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